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their parents. Earlier in the century it had been assumed even by philan-
thropists that parish children in general had been thrown irrevocably on
the parish, that they were orphans, or illegitimate children or foundlings
handed over to the parish, or deserted children, or that in any case
parental responsibility was at an end. In the middle of the century it
had been proposed to provide for all the 'infant poor' as foundlings by
sending them to the Foundling Hospital. It appears that the Foundling
Hospital itself in its early days aimed at sending the girls to be employed
in textile industries in the provinces. The intention seems to have been
to give the children some industrial occupation before they were old
enough to be apprenticed.
It will be extremely proper [says the regulation] to send out little colonies
of them, the boys to be employed in the manner before mentioned, in making
nets, thread, and small cordage under proper masters, at or near Yarmouth,
Lynn, Liverpool, Hull, etc., and the girls to Manchester, Nottingham, Brain-
tree, Devizes, etc., by which means the good effects of the charity will be more
visible, the money collected for their support more diffused, and the masters
and mistresses will be more readily and easily supplied with children than
they would be if they were to send to London.123
Nothing seems to have come of this plan, but in 1791 the united
parishes of St Andrew's Holborn and St George (Hanway's own parish
and a well-managed one) were paying zs, a week each for fifty children
at silk mills,101 Hanway said in 1767: *I would keep no parish children
in great cities, they are wanted only for domestic service but become
less capable of laborious offices and less useful through their whole
lives.'124 And in 1775 he urged the systematic transportation of parish
children to the country as a relief to overcrowded London:
The towns and villages of England send at least six thousand persons
annually to London. . . . We receive these supplies without making any
returns in kind, when it would be easy to transplant at least fifteen hundred
to two thousand parish pauper children yearly. If proper encouragement were
given to the capacities of our farmers, cottagers, manufacturers, and rural
mechanics to take charge of the overflowings of these monstrous cities we
need not send people abroad wantonly as if the labouring poor were of no
use at home.125
If we go back earlier still, we find the City of London disposing of
one hundred unwanted boys and girls by sending .them as indentured

